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Earthquakes and 

Plate Tectonics



We are floating right now!



We are floating right now!







Convection cell –
-a stream of heated material that is moving 
because of differences in _______________.



Convection cell –
-a stream of heated material that is moving 
because of differences in ___density____.

-convection cells exist in the upper mantle (called 
the asthenosphere)



This animation shows how the hot silicate rock of the Earth's mantle
is stirred by heat trying to escape. The heat is generated by the
radioactive decay of natural elements like uranium. The hot rock (yellow)
rises slowly as the denser cold rock (blue) sinks. The layer is at least
700 km thick, and could be as thick as 2900 km. The rock is at 
temperatures of order 1000 to 2000°C and creeps like a very viscous 
fluid. Its viscosity is about 20 orders of magnitude greater than that of 
water so velocity is only centimeters per year, and the time interval 
of this animation is of order 10 million years







Tectonic plates - solid pieces of the earth’s 
lithosphere that hold both land and oceans

Lithosphere – includes the crust and the upper 
(hard) part of the mantle

Asthenosphere – includes the lower gooey 
(plastic) part of the mantle 







Continental drift – the idea that the plates are 
floating on top of the asthenosphere

Alfred Wegener



nobody believed him :-(







Was he crazy?

His proof:
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His proof:

1)  South America and Africa fit together like   
hhha puzzle

2)  if you fit the continents together, rock 
gggtypes match up

3)  fossils also match up



Still think he’s crazy?

There’s more…





His proof:

4)  mountain chains are continuous from 
xxxcontinent to continent



His proof:

4)  some mountain chains are continuous 
xxxfrom continent to continent

5)  ancient climates are much different in 
xxxsome locations than they are today

example:  palm tree fossils found in upstate 
NY show that it used to be warmer

6)  magnetic polarity



6) magnetic polarity:

Compass magnets always point _____________



6) magnetic polarity:

Compass magnets always point __north___

But that’s not always the case

Every million years or so, magnetic polarity 
reverses and compasses point south!



When new rocks harden at the Mid Atlantic 
Ridge, they contain an imprint of the current 
magnetic polarity

http://www.wwnorton.com/earth/earth/

(wegener-continental drift)

(magnetic reversals









What areas 
of the 
Atlantic 
seafloor 
have the 
youngest 
rocks? 

...the 
oldest?



How old 
are the 
very oldest 
rocks on 
the Atlantic 
seafloor? 
Where are 
they? 



Based on 
the age of 
the oldest 
rocks 
between 
South 
America 
and Africa, 
when did 
the two 
continents 
split?





Now do you believe him?



Plate motions:





Plate motions:

1)  convergent boundary

- Plates collide with each other
- Results in mountain building and/or 

subduction (sinking)







Plate motions:

2)  divergent boundary

-plates move apart allowing magma to rise  
uup in the center
-new rocks form in center (ridge)
-Mid Atlantic Ridge





Plate motions:

3)  transform boundary

- plates slide past each other
- California (San Andreas Fault)
- also called a strike-slip boundary





Plate motions cause crustal movement:

1)  tilting of crust





Plate motions cause crustal movement:

2)  folding of crust





Plate motions cause crustal movement:

3)  faulting of crust





Proof of crustal movement:

1) Ocean life fossils found on mountain tops 
(uplift)

2) Shallow water fossils found deep under water 
(subsidence – sinking)



http://www.wwnorton.com/earth/earth/

-Animations

-Basic plate boundaries 



Hot spots –
-places, not on a plate boundary, where magma 
rises to the surface

Examples:  Hawaii, Yellowstone Park







http://www.classzone.com/books/earth_science/terc/content/investigations/es0810/es

0810page03.cfm

Hot spot animation



Unit 3

Earthquakes



When plates move, they sometimes lock up 
and stick together…

stress builds up…

and more stress…

and more stress…

and eventually….





1964 Alaska Earthquake (mag 9.2)



1964 Alaska Earthquake (mag 9.2)



1964 Alaska Earthquake (mag 9.2)



1971 San Fernando Earthquake (just N of L.A.)



1964 Alaska Earthquake (mag 9.2)



1994 Loma Prieta Earthquake (just S of S.F.)



1994 Loma Prieta 
Earthquake (just S of 

S.F.)



1994 Northridge Earthquake (just N of L.A.)



1994 Northridge Earthquake (just N of L.A.)



2010 Japan (mag 9.0)



2010 Japan



2010 Haiti (mag 7.0)



2010 Chile (mag 8.8)



2012 Virginia (mag 5.8)



2012 Philippines (mag 6.9)



Earthquake-

-a sudden trembling or shaking of the ground

-usually caused by break or fault in rock 
layers

-occur mostly along plate boundaries

*The exact place where the earthquake occurs is 
called the focus. 

*The place on the earth’s surface directly over 
the focus is called the epicenter.



Smithsonian demo



earth



Earthquakes-

-are measured 
with a 
seismometer



Earthquake-

-are measured with a seismometer

-a seismometer produces a seismograph





(L-wave)



When an earthquake occurs, it generates 
three types of waves:  P, S, and L.



(L-wave)



When an earthquake occurs, it generates 
three types of waves:  P, S, and L.

1) P-waves:

-primary waves

-also called compressional waves

-travel the fastest

-can travel through solid and liquid 
earth layers

-material they pass through vibrates in 
the same direction





When an earthquake occurs, it generates 
three types of waves:  P, S, and L.

2)  S-waves:

-secondary waves

-also called shear waves

-travel slower than P-waves

-can only travel through solid earth 
layers

-material they pass through vibrates at 
right angles to the direction of the wave





When an earthquake occurs, it generates 
three types of waves:  P, S, and L.

3) L-waves:

-roll along the surface of the earth

- cause the most damage 



earth



(L-wave)



P & S Wave chart in reference tables 

(page 11)







How far away is the 
epicenter if the 
waves arrive at your 
station at the 
following times?

P-wave 5:42:30 pm
S-wave 5:47:30 pm







How far away is 
the epicenter if the 
waves arrive at 
your station at the 
following times?

P-wave 1:01:10 am
S-wave 1:04:50 am







How far away is 
the epicenter if the 
waves arrive at 
your station at the 
following times?

P-wave 7:32:40 am
S-wave 7:35:20 am

















earth



P & S Wave Animation









Shadow zone:

Between 102o and 143o away from the epicenter, 
neither P or S waves are recorded





How do measure how strong an earthquake is?

Two ways:

1) Richter Scale

-a magnitude scale

-ranges from 0 to 9

-less than 2.5 are usually not felt by people

-Each increase in Richter magnitude is an 
increase by 30 times in energy



Live Seismogram

Lamont-Doherty

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/cgi-
bin/LCSN/WebSeis/24hr_heli.pl?id=



How do measure how strong an earthquake is?

Two ways:

2)   Mercalli Scale

-an intensity scale

-based on damage reports

-range from I to XII

-I is usually felt by few people

-XII results in total devastation 



Earth science rules





USGS

http://earthquake.usgs.gov/recenteqsww/Quakes/quakes_all.html

•Mercalli maps
•Recent earthquakes



Other results of earthquakes include:

1) fires (gas and water lines rupture)

2) Buildings –especially those built on loose 
sediment (earthquakes don’t kill people; 
buildings do)

3) Tsunamis (giant tidal waves)



I    = 1
II   = 2
III  = 3
IV  = 4
V   = 5
VI  = 6
VII = 7
VIII= 8
IX  = 9
X   = 10
XI  = 11
XII = 12



Because of seismic waves (P and S), we know 
that the earth is divided into four major layers:

1)The crust  
-continental crust = thicker and made of 

mostly granite
-oceanic crust=thinner and made of mostly 

basalt









Because of seismic waves (P and S), we know 
that the earth is divided into four major layers:

2) The mantle
-solid layer
-thickest layer (2900 km)





Because of seismic waves (P and S), we know 
that the earth is divided into four major layers:

3) The outer core
- the only true liquid layer
- made of liquid iron and nickel
- 2200 km thick





Because of seismic waves (P and S), we know 
that the earth is divided into four major layers:

4) The inner core
- solid metal ball in the center of earth
- made of iron and nickel
- similar to the composition of meteorites



Wattsville Mercalli Map:

Less than IV = purple

IV-V = blue

V-VI = green

VI-VII = yellow

VII-VIII = orange

>VIII = red


